2021 QUEEN CITY CAGE MATCH MOTOR SWAP
1. All judge’s rulings are final. 1980 or newer cars. Pre ran cars ok.
2. BODY: Doors may be welded using 3”x3”x ¼” plates. 3” on 3” off, or if just welding the seam, Doors can be welded
solid. NO WELDING AROUND TOP OF DOOR FAMES.
3. 4 Point cage with rollover bar is RECOMMENDED. Gas tank protector can go all the way back to rear panel but can not
be connected. 24” wide on gas tank protector.
4. Dash bar can not be used in anyway to keep front of car from bending. MOUNT IT IN NORMAL POSTION
5. Creasing or pinching car sheet metal is ok. NO SKINING
6. ½” body bolts are allowed. NO WELDING of washers permitted on body mount hole.
7. Trunk decks can be welded with 3”x3”x1/4” plates. 3” on 3” off and may be folded down inside. Speaker panel must
remain in car. Trunks must be in factory location.
8. Hoods may be bolted down in 6 places. ½” bolt maximum. One windshield bar, chain or 9 wire must be in place.
9. The following must be removed prior to entering fairgrounds. Windows, headlights, tail lights, all chrome and mirrors.
Interior must be swept clean of debris and glass.
10. FRAMES: No welding or pitching of frames. Rust repair on frame can be fixed using 1/8” thickness of metal. ½”
overlap. MUST CALL FIRST. PROOF MUST BE THERE TO FIX RUSTY FRAME.
11. No creasing of frames anywhere. You are allowed to notch or dimple of REAR FRAME ONLY.
12. BUMPERS: weld them on good. Any factory bumpers. May be reinforced.
13. When using aftermarket bumper, NO BIG POINTS will be allowed. OFFICALS DECISION. If point is too big, you will cut
it off.
14. Hardnose bumpers is okay. Factory bumper shocks only.
15. Tilting back bumper to help car roll is okay.
16. SUSPENSION: No solid suspension. CAR MUST BOUNCE WITH 2” OF TRAVEL.
17. You may change A arms from a square body to bubble body Ford. Tie rods may be reinforced.
18. ENGINES: Any engine is allowed, lower cradle permitted but can not reinforce car in anyway.
19. No distributor protectors. No transmission protectors. Any driveshaft is allowed.
20. 8 lug rear ends allowed. Rear ends can be braced but can not reinforce car in anyway. On 98 and newer cars, rear
ends can be mounted with ZTR style conversion kits.
21. ANY TIRE ALLOWED. Round and black.
22. ALL OFFICALS DECISIONS ARE FINAL. ANY QUESTION OR CONCERNS NEED TO BROUGHT UP AT DRIVERS MEETING.
Call Brad Wagers @513-602-5955
David Cook @ 513-378-5246

